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10 November 2020 
  
 
Dear Gillian, 
 
UPDATE ON THE COMMON FRAMEWORK FOR A UK EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEME  
 
I am writing to the Committee to provide an update on the UK ETS subsequent to the Scottish 
Parliament approving the Order in Council on 9 September.  
 
Risk of a carbon tax  
There are less than two months until the end of the EU Transition Period, at which point an 
alternative regime needs to be in place on 1 January 2021 to replace the EU ETS. You are 
aware that the Scottish Government’s long held preference has been to establish a UK ETS, 
with the intention of linking this to the EU ETS. This is the optimal outcome to ensure a 
mechanism that contributes towards the Scottish Parliament’s legislated climate change 
obligations. I have negotiated with the UK Government and the other devolved administrations 
to this end over the past four years, culminating in a joint Government response in June and 
UK ETS legislation being laid in all four legislatures in July.  
 
In spite of repeatedly pressing the UK Government to clarify its position on UK ETS, I regret 
to inform you that, even after the Scottish Parliament (and all other legislatures) has approved 
the UK ETS legislation, the UK Government continues to prepare for an alternative, reserved 
Carbon Emission Tax (CET). The Treasury consulted on CET between July and September. I 
have consistently, and publically stated the Scottish Government’s opposition to a reserved 
CET, including in my letters of 28 May and 4 August to the UK Government. A reserved CET 
instead of a UK ETS would mean that the Scottish Ministers would no longer be responsible 
for, and the Scottish Parliament would have no direct scrutiny of, a key decarbonisation 
mechanism covering 28% of Scotland’s emissions. Despite my objections, and those of the 
Welsh Ministers, the UK Government has refused to take a decision between a standalone 
UK ETS and a CET, as fallbacks in the event that a link between the UK and EU ETS is not 
agreed in the EU-UK negotiations.  
 
I am of course pressing the UK Government to take this decision immediately, in order to 
provide scheme participants with certainty over what regime they will face from 1 January and 
to ensure the regulator SEPA can make the necessary preparations. Unfortunately there is a 
real risk that the UK Government will decide to proceed with a CET rather than a UK ETS, in 
particular as the prospect of a full and meaningful EU-UK trade deal diminishes.  
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In this event, I will not be able to prevent the UK Government proceeding with a reserved CET 
– and indeed would have to recommend that the Scottish Parliament revoke the Order 
establishing the UK ETS. The UK ETS would be rendered inoperable if the UK Government 
chooses a CET and HMT therefore does not use its reserved powers to provide for auctioning 
of allowances needed in a UK ETS. This is an invidious position that the UK Government 
places the Scottish Government and Scottish Parliament in, when we have acted in good faith 
with it throughout the past four years since the EU Exit referendum. We have negotiated to 
establish and agree a UK-wide Common Framework in the best interests of businesses and 
our climate objectives. The UK Government’s prevarication and willingness to undermine a 
UK ETS, would be a completely unacceptable end to the Common Framework negotiations, 
disrespecting the devolution settlement, frustrating the will of the Scottish Parliament, and 
disregarding the Common Frameworks principles. It is lamentable that the UK Government 
would remove the main mechanism for decarbonising 28% of Scotland’s emission from 
oversight by either the Scottish Ministers or Scottish Parliament, in the year when we are 
hosting COP 26. 

 
Further legislation 
As explained in the evidence session on the first Order in September, it establishes the basis 
for the UK ETS, with further secondary legislation needed for additional aspects, including 
reserved legislation for auctioning of allowances. With devolved competence is a second 
Order in Council that will establish the UK ETS Registry (bank for allowances) and the rules 
for free allocation of allowances that provide protection against carbon leakage. This second, 
negative Order was due to be made at the November Privy Council, but difficulties in the 
technical drafting – and the ongoing indecision by the UK Government over the CET – meant 
this would lead to unacceptable risk of inaccuracies. Therefore the second Order will be 
delayed until the Privy Council on 16 December to allow more time to finalise the drafting.  
 
The second Order has to come into force before the end of 2020 to ensure the additional UK 
ETS elements are in place on the 1 January 2021. Consequently this second Order will come 
into force before the end of the standard scrutiny period in all of the four legislatures. I am 
writing to give you advance notice of this, and I will endeavour to share the draft instrument 
with the Committee in advance of it being sent to the Privy Council. I will write to the Presiding 
Officer to explain that due to drafting complexities and the risk of inaccuracies, the second 
Order will be delayed until the December Privy Council, and as a result the Scottish Parliament 
does not have at least 28 days of scrutiny before the instrument comes into force.  
 
I stress to the Committee that this second Order is consistent with the overall policy approach 
in the first Order, and it is imperative to the delivery of the overall UK ETS that these additional 
elements come into force for 1 January 2021. 
 
Concordat scrutiny 
As part of the Common Framework programme, a Framework Outline Agreement (FOA) and 
concordat will be agreed between the four administrations. These documents supplement the 
UK ETS legislation, setting out the non-legislative governance arrangements between the four 
administrations. The legislation itself sets out the legal role for Scottish Ministers in operational 
decisions, and ensures the UK ETS is accountable to the Scottish Parliament.  
 
The FOA and concordat were not agreed by all of the four administrations concurrently with  
the four legislatures’ scrutiny of the first UK ETS Order. However I shared a summary note of 
the framework with the Committee on 31 August. I have now cleared the FOA and concordat 
for the Scottish Government, and once they have been cleared by all four parties and by 
JMC(EN), they will then be made available to all four legislatures. Unfortunately the UK 
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Government continues to delay clearing these documents, whilst it prevaricates over the 
decision between UK ETS and the CET. This is despite the House of Commons BEIS 
Committee and House of Lords Common Framework Scrutiny Committee also pressing for 
sight of the documents.  
 
The Scottish Government continues to participate in good faith in the Common Frameworks 
programme. Common Frameworks by their very nature require all parties to be fully committed 
to the process and to cooperate as equal parties. The UK Government is already threatening 
to undermine Common Frameworks with its unnecessary and damaging UK Internal Market 
Bill. Any move to unilaterally impose a reserved CET in place of the UK ETS framework would 
further call into doubt the UK Government’s commitment to the Common Frameworks process.  
 
The Scottish Government continues to press for a UK ETS in the face on the ongoing issues 
with the UK Government. I will write to the UK Government to express once again my concerns 
that it has not ruled out a CET, and the risks to the delivery of a UK ETS. I also invite the 
Committee to consider the UK Parliament’s letters to the UK Government, which also raise 
significant concerns about the role of the devolved administrations in decisions around the 
CET. 
 
I am copying this letter to the Convener of the Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee.  

 
Yours Sincerely, 

 

 
 

ROSEANNA CUNNINGHAM 
 

https://committees.parliament.uk/work/683/uk-emissions-trading-system-common-framework/
https://committees.parliament.uk/work/683/uk-emissions-trading-system-common-framework/
https://committees.parliament.uk/committee/474/common-frameworks-scrutiny-committee/

